normal children. Although values forboth enzymes are above normal in essentially the same liver disorders, the latter is much more specific and sensitive. A single value for alkaline phosphatase, measured at any time during childhood or at any stage of liver disease, is extremely difficult to interpret. We suggest that measurement of 'y -glutamyltransferase routinely replace alkaline phosphatase as a screening test and in following patients with obstructive or infiltrative hepatic disorders. We give reliable reference intervals for y-glutamyltransferase covering the entire pediatric age group. 2) has been shown to be at least as sensitive as ALP in these conditions (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . It is also considerably more specific: it remains normal in pregnancy, disorders of bone, and after a fatty meal; there is no normal component of intestinal origin as there is for ALP in a significant percent of the normal population (7); and it is less age-dependent than ALP (3, 8) . In spite of these significant advantages of GGT over ALP, the latter is still more frequently requested, GGT being recommended primarily for assistance in interpreting a confusing increased value for ALP (5, 9) or to help detect otherwise unsuspected alcoholism (2, 3, 10) . Both enzymes have been extensively studied in adults, but few studies of children with liver disease have been reported (11, 12) . This communication establishes reliable reference intervals for GGT for the entire pediatric age group, and compares values for ALP with those for GGT in normal children and those with various liver diseases.
Materials and Methods

Reference intervals.
The 1669 specimens analyzed were divided into 13 different groups by age, from birth (cord blood) through adulthood. Those over 10 years of age were subdivided by sex. The reference subjects were carefully selected. The cord-blood specimens were from full-term infants, after normal pregnancies and deliveries. Samples from other infants and children were obtained primarily from those admitted for elective surgery, although many were from private patients during regular follow-up office visits. 
Results
Reference intervals. Table 1 shows the GGT data, with the information divided into 13 groups from birth (cord blood) to adulthood, and data separated by sex after age 10 years because these are statistically different (p <0.01 Our dataon ALP show no significant differences between ages two and 10 years, or between boys and girls during this same interval. The upper limit of normal, by gaussian distribution, for these children is 335 U/L (3.6 times the upper adult limit). At puberty, the values increase significantly, then decline to near adult values at 18 years. Values for males and females also differ considerably during this period (17). Because most (69/78) of our patients were younger than 10 years, we used 335 U/L as the upper limit of normal for comparison purposes for all patients (Table 2) . Children with liver disease. The 81 subjects in this group are tabulated in On the other hand, values no more than 1.5 to 2.0 times that for the normal adult were also shown. Our own data show essentially the same thing, although a little less dramatically.
The important point is that a single high value for serum ALP, especially in children, is essentially uninterpretable. Table  3 further illustrates the problem in individual cases. As a result, such overinterpretation of isolated ALP values often leads to multiple laboratory and radiological procedures in an attempt to discover an otherwise unidentified disease process. Values for GGT parallel those for ALP in hepatic disorders, but the former is much more specific, as shown repeatedly in adults (2-6) and re-emphasized here in children. GGT values for patients with hepatoma or carcinoma of the gallbladder or bile ducts are much higher than those for ALP (6) . In addition, high GGT values associated with other types of cancer strongly suggest hepatic involvement (6) . Our data also show that GGT is considerably more sensitive. Above-normal values were present in every case in all disease groups except Reye's syndrome and in 78 of the 81 cases overall, whereas ALP was elevated in 54 of the 81 cases. In addition, the increase of GGT above the upper normal limit exceeded that for ALP by a factor of 2.6 to 10.4 in those disorders studied ( 
